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Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Quote Text Description: Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Sorry for the confusion. Quote Text Description: Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for
Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text Description: Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text Description: Quote Text is a plugin that adds
quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text Description: Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text Description: Quote
Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text Description: Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote
Text Description: Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text Description: Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a
conversation window! Quote Text
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[macros] texttext "some_text" texttext "some_more_text" [macros] texttext "more text" texttext "more text" Here you can replace the macros with your own. They get replaced in the text, which you can access with "texttext" for the first one, and "texttext" for the second one. Change the text to whatever you want by giving the text in the entry. The text is enclosed in double quotes. If you leave the macro out of the text area, then the quote will be empty, which is why
you'll want to use a macro. Texttext( this_box: CONVERSATION WINDPANE, text: "This is a quote: " ) Texttext( this_box: CONVERSATION WINDPANE, text: "This is another quote: " ) How to install Texttext: - Download and install Texttext from here: - Download the.zip file and unzip it somewhere, we'll need that later. - Run the Texttext script in the textarea. You can do this with a double click, or by typing./Texttext.py Texttext changes: - Copies all textarea
values to clipboard (no longer useful) - Allows the Textquote button to show (again) - Paste the copied text as normal text - "Space" gets added after the quoted text For example, say you want to replace the Quote with "Hello". "Hello".texttext # => This is a quote: Hello "Hello".texttext "Hello" # => This is a quote: "Hello" How to use this plugin on the forum: Put "[Texttext]" next to the text you want to be quoted. In this case, it would be "[Texttext]Hello." In a thread,
this would be: Hello. How to use this plugin on IRC: In the chat box, type something and then type: Quote! Texttext. To close the box, click on the "Close" button. You can go back to your chat with this command: Texttext! You can also close the chat by clicking on the "X" button on the right side of the window. To use it on the messenger, 1d6a3396d6
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Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Features: * support for recent Pidgin versions * fixed quoting of messages in the chat list 2.3.1 New: * added support for recent Pidgin versions Fixed: * quoting of Pidgin font size 2.3 Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin.
The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is
quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area.
Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily
access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry area. Give it a try and easily access the added Quote button in the right hand corner of a conversation window! Quote Text is a plugin that adds quoting functionality for Pidgin. The selected message is quoted into the entry
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10. Processor: Intel Core i3 or AMD equivalent. Memory: 4GB. Graphics: GeForce GTX 680 or Radeon HD 7850 equivalent. DirectX: Version 9.0c compatible. Storage: 40 GB available space. Recommended: Processor: Intel Core i5 or AMD equivalent. Memory: 6GB. Graphics: GeForce GTX 780 or Radeon HD
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